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Abstract: 
 
In June of 2010 a report was released titled: 
 

High-Impact, Low-Frequency Event Risk to the North American Bulk Power System 
 
This was a Jointly-Commissioned Summary Report of the North American Electric Reliability 
Corporation (NERC) and the U.S. Department of Energy. It identified and evaluated a number of 
High-Impact, Low-Frequency (HILF) events. From this four issues were assigned to NERC task forces 
including Cyber Attack, Physical Attack, developing a Transformer Spare Database, and addressing 
Geomagnetic Disturbances (GMDs). The latter is the topic of this presentation. In mid 2013, the maximum 
number of sunspots in the current 11 year solar cycle will occur. In anticipation of that and the impact of 
future risk there has been focused work among many senior scientists and engineers to better understand 
the risks associated with a GMD such as equipment failures during GMD and the 1989 Québec blackout 
and develop mitigations measures. This presentation will describe the mechanisms of a Coronal Mass 
Ejection aimed at earth, the impacts it is likely to have, some areas not yet fully understood and what is 
developing to assure utilities are equipped to handle a GMD. A report was issued by the GMD Task Force 
in February, 2012 titled: Effects of Geomagnetic Disturbances on the Bulk Power System. 
 
Don Watkins is the Bonneville Power Administration’s (BPA’s) Principle Engineer for Operations 
Reliability and recently served as the Chair of the NERC Geomagnetic Disturbance Task Force. He has 
been at BPA for over 30 years, with 27 years in BPA’s System Operations. He has been actively involved 
in addressing many of the issues at BPA and the Western Interconnection that have developed in recent 
years such as managing constrained transmission capacity and western interconnection coordination to 
solve common operating problems. He participated extensively in the investigations of the 1996 Western 
Blackouts and the 2003 Eastern Blackout His duties have included managing BPA’s Operations 
Engineering for many years, and serving on the Gridwise Architecture Council as it developed the 
Constitution and the Interoperability framework. He also served as the Chair of the Western Electric 
Coordinating Council Operating Committee. Internal to BPA, he is a member of BPA’s Innovation 
Council and Reliability Council. In addition, he has served two terms as a member of the NERC Operating 
Committee. 


